
     
 

 
 

 
“With her trademark clarity and originality, Erica Brown shows why the Book of Esther has enchanted Jews throughout history, and why it still has 
compelling lessons and insights for contemporary Jews. Dr Brown’s scholarship is deep but is conveyed in a consistently accessible manner.” 

Joseph Telushkin 
Rabbi, lecturer, and New York Times bestselling author  

 
*** 

The Book of Esther takes us to the heart of destiny moments: a beautiful but unlikely queen evolves into a Jewish 
leader. A wise and trusted Jewish courtier expands his platform of influence, and a vulnerable minority facing death 
becomes a powerful people in a land not their own. Dr. Erica Brown offers us a close textual and thematic reading 
of this beloved story of courage and heroism against a background of hate and political ineptitude. This ancient 
story sheds its light on today's most pressing problems: contemporary antisemitism, sexual tyranny and the absence 
of leadership. 

Esther: Power, Fate and Fragility in Exile is part of the Maggid Studies in Tanakh series. This series explores the 
texts, themes, and personalities of the Bible using an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates traditional rabbinic 
interpretations with scholarly literary techniques.  

 

DR. ERICA BROWN is the director of the Mayberg Center for Jewish Education and Leadership and an associate professor 
of curriculum and pedagogy at the George Washington University’s Graduate School for Education and Human 
Development. She is the author of twelve books on leadership, the Hebrew Bible, and spirituality. She has been published in 
the New York Times, Tablet, and The Jewish Review of Books and wrote a monthly column for the New York Jewish 
Week.  

     
For review copies and media inquires, contact Yehudit Singer at pr@korenpub.com. 
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We hope you enjoy this complimentary review copy. Please spread the word about this 
new book in a relevant online or print publication and/or via social media.  
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